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ABSTRACT
Experimental aerodynamic investigations were conducted on a .003366-scale
model of the Grumman Space Shuttle configuration mounted to a three (3)
segmented solid propellant booster. These tests were conducted in the MSFC
14 -Inch Trisonic Wind Tunnel over a Mach number range of 0.6 to 4.96. The
purpose of the test was to determine the aerodynamic characteristics of this
configuration. Aerodynamic data was taken over a nominal angle of attack
and angle of sideslip of -10 degrees to 10 degrees at zero degrees l and d
respectively. In addition, H-33 orbiter alone data was obtained to supplement
data from TWT 502 and TWT 503.
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I Summary of SADSAC Nomenclature -




These tests were conducted at the MSFC 14-Inch Trisonic Wind Tunnel
August 30 through September 1, 1971. Configurations tested included
an orbiter with drop tanks alone and an orbiter with drop tanks mated
to a 3-segment solid propellant booster. In addition, test were per-
formed with drop tanks removed.
Six component static aerodynamic force and moment data were recorded
over a Mach number range of 0.6 to 4.96 with Reynolds number varying
from 5.1 to 7.5 x 106 per foot. Longitudinal data were taken over an
angle of attack range of * 100 at 00 sideslip while lateral-directional
data covered a range of ±100 sideslip at 00 angle of attack.
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CONFIGURATIONS MWNDV .TI GATED
The configurations investigated were 0.003366 scale models of the Grumman
H-33 Orbiter Launch Configuration with/without drop tanks, and mated with






Grumman H-33 Orbiter with drop tanks
Grumman H-33 Orbiter without drop tanks
Grumman H-33 Orbiter with drop tanks and cluster




W - Clipped delta wing
V - Vertical stabilizer
T - Drop tanks
Pertinent dimensional details are presented in the Model Component




BODY AXIS STABILITY AXIS WIND AXIS
CA Total Axial Force CA
CAB Base Axial Force CAB --
CAF Forebody Axial Force CAF
CD Total Drag Force _ CD CDTOTL
CDB Base Drag Force _ CDB CDBASE
CDF Forebody Drag Force _ CDF CDFORE
CL Lift Force. _ CL CL
CN Normal Force CN - -
Cy Side Force CY. CY CC
Cl Rolling Moment CBL CSL CWL
Cm Pitching Moment CLM CLM CPM
Cn Yawing Moment CYN CLN CLN
L/D Lift-To-Drag Force Ratio - L/D CL/CD
L/D Lift-To-Forebody Drag Force Ratio - L/DF' CL/CDF
N/A Normal-To-Axial Force Ratio N/A - -
N/A Normal-To-Forebody Axial Force Ratio CN/CAF
SUMMARY OF SADSAC NOMENCLATURE - AERODYNAMIC FORCE AND MOMENT COEFFICENTSTABIE I.
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The Marshall Space Flight Center 14" x 14" Trisonic Wind Tunnel is an inter-
mittent blowdown tunnel which operates by high pressure air flowing from
storage to either vacuum or atmospheric conditions. A Mach number range
from .2 to 5.85 is covered by utilizing two interchangeable test sections.
The transonic section permits testing.at Mach 0.20 through 2.50, and the
supersonic section permits testing at Mach 2.74 through 5.85. Mach numbers
between .2 and .9 are obtained by using a controllable diffuser. The range
from .95 to 1.3 is achieved through the use of plenum suction and perforated
walls. Mach numbers of 1.44, 1.93 and 2.50 are produced by interchangeable
sets of fixed contour nozzle blocks. Above Mach 2.50 a set of fixed contour
nozzle blocks are tilted and translated automatically to produce any desired
Mach number in .25 increments.
Air is supplied to a 6000 cubic foot storage tank at approximately -400 F dew
point and 500 psi. The compressor is a three-stage reciprocating unit driven
by a 1500 hp motor.
The tunnel flow is established and controlled with a servo actuated gate
valve. The controlled air flows through the valve diffuser into the stilling
chamber and heat exchanger where the air temperature can be controlled from
ambient to approximately 1800 F. The air then passes through the test section
which contains the nozzle blocks and test region.
Downstream of the test section is a hydraulically controlled pitch sector
that provides a total angle of attack range of 200 (±100). Sting offsets are
available for obtaining various maximum angles of attack up to 25° .
7
TEST CONDITIONS
TEST MSFC TWT 504
REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE
MACH NUMBER per unit length (pounds/sq. inch) (degrees Fahrenheit)
0.6 5.1 x 10/IN 4.4 100
0.9 6.3 x 106/IN 7.4 100
1.0 6.6 x 106/IN 8.2 100
1.1 6.8 x 106/IN 8.7 1o0
1.2 6.8 x 106/IN 9.2 100
1.46 7.4 x o6 IN o10.8 100
_ ... _ 196 7.5 x 106/IN 10.4 1 00
3.50__ 7.0 x 10 /IN 6.8 100
















Six component aerodynamic force and moment data were measured on the model
employing MSFC internal strain gage balance #201. Pressure orificesde-
picted in Figure 7 were used to measure the pressure acting on the base
region of the orbiter, segmented booster, and the balance cavity. These
pressures were reduced to coefficients and utilized to correct the measured
total axial force (CAT) coefficient to free-stream pressure acting on these
regions (CAF). The following equations were used to make this correction:
CAF = CA - CABO - CABS - CAC
CABO = -CPORBI AB
BASE SREF
CAB = CPSOLIDS ASSOLIDS. -
BASE SREF
CAC = -CI'CAVITY AC
SREF






~REF = 6.495 IN.
bRF = 3.940 IN.
2
ABO = 0.362 IN.
2
ABS = 1.348 IN.
2





XMRP = 3.231 inches eft of orbiter nose
YMRP = 0.0 inch
ZMRP = 0.3024 inch below balance center line
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SUMMARY DATA PLOT INDEX
PLOTTED COEFFICIENTS SCHEDULE:
SCHEDULE A: SCHEDULE B:
CN CY














PLOT TITLE SCHEDULE VARYING PAGES
Longitudinal Stability A Mach Number 1-21
Lateral Stability B Mach Number 22-39
Longitudinal Stability at Alpha = Zero Degrees C Configuration 40-59





1. Positive directions of force coefficients
moment coefficients, and angles are
indicated by arrows.
2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability











Figure 1. Axis systems, showing direction and sense of force and







Side View of 3 x 156 Solid Prop. 
Boost/Grumman H-33 .OO3366 Scale 
Orbiter Model 
MS FC TWT 5 0 4 




























































Figure 5. Side and Planview Sketch of the Grumman H-33 Orbiter With Drop Tanks Installed






Sid& and Planview Sketch of the Grumman H-33 Orbiter With Drop Tanks and
































MODEL COMPONENT DESCRIPTION SHEETS
20
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - (o) ORBITER
GENERAL DESCRIPTfON:
I·
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Clipped Delta Wing for H-33 Orbiter (0.003366 Scale)
DRAWING NUMBER:



















Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC













Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC


































t/c - 9.5% Camberred













Centerline Vertical Stabilizer for H-33 Orbiter
DRAWING NUMBER:



















Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC













Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC
























GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Orbiter Externally Mounted Drop Tanks (0.003366 Scale)
;)
- l , ' ,
i ,

































a ALPHA angle of attack, angle between the projection
of the wind Xw-axis on the body X, Z-plane and
the body X-axis; degrees
BETA sideslip angle, angle between the wind Xw-axis
and the projection of this axis on the body
X-Z-plane; degrees
PSI yaw angle, angle of rotation about the body
Z-axis, positive when the positive X-axis is
rotated toward the positive Y-axis; degrees
PHI roll angle, angle of rotation about the body
X-axis, positive when the positive Y-axis is
rotated toward the positive Z-axis; degrees
P air density; K g/m3, slugs/ft3
a . speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec
V Speed of vehicle relative to surrounding
atmosphere; m/sec, ft/sec
q Q(PSI)dynamic pressure; 1/2PV, psi, psf
Q(PSF)
M MACH Mach number; V/a
RN/L RN/L Reynolds number per unit length; million/ft
p static pressure; psi
p total pressure; psi
CP CP pressure coefficient; (p-pw)/q
25
NOMEICLATURE (Continued)




CN CN normal force coefficient; FN/qS
CA CA axial faorce coefficient; FA/qS
CAb CAB base aeal force coefficient;
b I] [(Pb - )/q] (Ab/S)
CAf CAF forebody axial force coefficient; CA - CAb
Cn CYN yawing moment coefficient; MZ/qS bref
Cl CBL rolling moment coefficient; Mx/qS bref
Common to Both Axis Systems
Cm CLM pitching moment coefficient; My/qS Iref
Cy CY side force coefficient; Fy/qS
Stability Axis System
CL CL lift force coefficient; FL/qS
CD CD drag force coefficient; FD/qS
CDb CDB base drag coefficient
CDf CDF forebody drag coefficient; CD - CDb
CZ CLN yawing moment coefficient; MZ, /qS bref
C1 CSL rolling moment coefficient; MX, s/qS bref
L/D L/D lift-to-drag ratio; CJCb


























force or moment about the Y axis
moment about the Z axis












Reference & C. G. Definitions
SADSAC
SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION
S wing area; m2, ft2
S SREF reference area; m2 , ft2
wing mean aerodynamic chord or reference
chord; m, ft, in (see Jref or LREF)
'ref LREF reference length; m, ft, in.; (see a)
bref BREF wing span or reference span; m, ft, in
Ab base area; m2 , ft2, in2
c. g. center of gravity
MRP MRP abbreviation for moment reference point
XMRP abbreviation for moment reference point
on X-axis
YMRP abbreviation for moment reference point
on Y-axis
ZMRP abbreviation for moment reference point
on Z-axis
28
ADDITIONS TO GENERAL NIOMENCLATURE
SYMBOL DEFINITION
2
ABO orbiter base area, in.
ABs solid. propellant booster motors total base area, in.2
AC model strain balance cavity area, in.2
CABO orbiter base axial force coefficient
CABS solid propellant booster motors base axial force coefficient
CAC model strain gage cavity axial force coefficient
CNAAFO zero angle of attack normal force coefficient gradient
CMAAFO zero angle of attack pitching moment coefficient gradient
CAFAFO zero angle of attack forebody axial force coefficient
CDAFO zero angle of attack drag force coefficient
DCMLO zero angle of attack center of pressure
CYBO zero sideslip angle side force gradient
CYNBO zero sideslip angle yawing moment gradient
CBLBO zero sideslip angle rolling moment gradient
DCYNOL zero sideslip angle center of pressure
29
TABULATED DATA LISTING.
A tabulated data listing, consisting of all aero data sets, both original
and those created in arriving at the plotted material to be presented subse-
quently, is available as an addendum to this report. The tabular listing is
made up in two sections:
(a) a brief summary list of all data sets containing the identifier,
the descriptor, and the resident dependent variables.
(b) a full list of all data sets containing all resident or
selected aerodynamic coefficients of the data sets as well as
the above mentioned information.
The listing is currently sent on limited distribution to the following organ-
izations:
NASA AMES Mr. V. Stevens
NASA MSFC Mr. J. Weaver
If copies of this listing are desired, please contact the above or the cog-
nizant SADSAC personnel who, for this data, is:
Mr. J. R. Ziler
Department 2780
Chrysler Corporation Space Division
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ZMRP -- 0.3024 IN.
SCALE D.3366 PERCENS-E-AERO-AA-
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DATA MIST. CODE *EGF
MSFC 504 GRUMMAN H33 ORB.+DROP TANKS
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DATA MIST. CODE *EGF
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